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They've come a long way
25th anniversary celebration
Christine Hamel
News Editor
The Fairfield University student government polled
the student body on the idea of
being coeducational in April
1967. The outcome of the
vote was a landslide defeat.
When the male students rejected that idea, there was the
thought of having a separate
women's college. The Board
of Trustees eventually decided
to make Fairfield a coeducational institution. Twenty-five
years ago, 234 women were
admitted to Fairfield University as undergraduates.
This weekend, Fairfield will pay tribute to these
women, from the first 234 to
the present female undergraduates.
The ceJebialR begins with Cok'.f Roberts'
keynote address. Tickets are
sold out to see the lecture, but
there will be a live simulcast
in the Barone Campus Center
Oak Room. Tickets are not
necessary to see the simulcast.
Dr. Ellen Umansky,
the Carl and Dorothy Bennett
Professor of Judaic Studies,
Dr. Denice Yanni, assistant
professor of communication,
and Dr. Jo Yarrington, assistant professor of fine arts will
speak about "The Women We
Have Become: Women's
Studies in the Academy." The
panel discussion will take
place at noon on Friday in
Canisius 15.
Also on Friday, the
Alumnae Forum and Women's
Studies will sponsor a networking reception for alumnae, faculty, and students at 6
p.m. in the Barone Campus
Center Faculty Dining Room.
Broadcast News will
be shown at 8 p.m. Friday in
the School of Nursing Auditorium. This is part of the film
series "Twenty Five Years of
Women in Film." Sponsored
by the University's Humanities Institute, the series also
celebrates the twenty -fifth anniversary of coeducation at
Fairfield. A discussion led by
Dr. Richard Regan, Dr.
Maggie'Wills, and Nicole
Palker'96 will follow thefilm.
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The Image of Fairfield

Olin Lecture Series
increases environmental awareness
Jenifer Corr
Staff Writer

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
"The Women We
Have Become" takes place at
the Center for Financial Studies
all day Saturday. Tickets for the
conference are sti 11 available and
cost $30 for faculty, staff, and
administrators, and $ 15 for students. Reservation forms are
available at the Alumni Relations Office in Southwell Hall
and at the information booth in
the Barone Campus Center. For
more information, call Janet
Canepa in Alumni Relations at
ext. 4280.
At 9 a.m. Saturday,
Lisa Mainiero, professor of
management, will speak on
"How Successful Women Get
to the Top".
Afterthe session, there
are a variety of lectures on
women's issues. Later on,
former Assistant Dean of Student Services, Anne Marie
Sanway, will speak about life at
Fairfield in 1970.
The all-day sessions
will give the entire Fairfield
community an opportunity to
meet alumnae and to talk about
careers, health, and spirituality.
On Sunday at 7 p.m.,
there will be a Harvest Mass in
the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
Loyola. The Rev. Paul Carrier,
S.J., will serve Mass. At 8:30
p.m., the Rev. Cynthia Carr '83
will lead Protestant services in
the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
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Loyola. 'She is the associate
pastor of the First Congregational Church of Vernon.
There will be year long
programs on women in the arts,
literature, science, nursing, business, and politics. Some of the
events planned for the year include the 25th Anniversary Issue of a Women's Studies Literary Magazine at Fairfield and
the film series "Women in Film
1970-95" running all year long.
The Fairfield University Glee Club will feature works
by women composers in concerts on December 1 and 2, and
April 20. The April 20th concert will feature a premiere performance of the choral work by
composer Judith Lang Zaimont
commissioned in honor of the
25th anniversary .
On March 23, the Undergraduate Conference on
Women's Studies will take place.
The Keynote Speaker is Regina
Barreca, author of They Used to
Call Me Snow White... But I
Drifted.
For more information
or to offer an idea on the celebration, please contact either Lucy
Katzatext.2840orKathy Nantz
at ext. 2271.
All events are made
possible with the help of a generous grant from the Fairfield
University Humanities Institute.
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The tenth annual Olin
Lecture Series on the
Environment is underwa- n
the Oak Room. This year's
topic is "The Chemical
Manufactures Association
Initiative on Responsible
Care." It is about the effort
made by chemical industries to
develop
a
code
of
environmental protection to
which it is required that all their
members subscribe.
Professor
Lisa
Newton, director, of applied
ethics and the program in
environmental studies, said the
goal of the series is, "to raise
the awareness of the problems
of the environment in the
student body, as well as the
community at large, and to raise
the level of dialogue from an
atmosphere of confrontation to
one of cooperation and
coordination."
The first lecture,
which took place on September
26, featured David C. Smith,
president of the Council for
Ethics in Economics. Smith
spoke about, "Self Regulation
as Public Policy: The Ethical
Obligation." Smith argued the
point that self regulation could
be good policy.
Charles A. Aldag, Jr.,
senior advisor to the Chemical
Manufactures Association,
gave a talk entitled,
"Responsible Care: Up to the
Ethical Challenge" on October
24.
On November 14, Rita
Lomasney, chemical engineer
and manager of the Connecticut
Technical Assistance Program,
will be giving the lecture,
"Reducing
Pollution:
Alternative Manufacturing
Technologies." Lomasney will
discuss the experiences of
chemical companies have had
with implementing responsible
care.
After every lecture
there is a chance to discuss
many topics with the speaker.
After the discussion, the

audience is invited to a wine
and cheese reception where
they can talk further with the
speaker in a casual
atmosphere.
Olin Lectures on the
Environment are made
possible by a grant from Olin
Corporation Charitable Trust.
In 1984, Professor Newton
applied for, and received, a
grant enabling the University
to create an environmental
studies program. The
departments of history,
philosophy, biology, physics,
finance, and economics have
worked together to establish
courses and curriculum'for
the program. The grant
money, which is given on a
year to year basis, goes to the
Olin Lecture Series, a seminar
on the environment, and an
Earth Day celebration.
Whatever money is
left over goes to the resource
center and to "Pondside."The
resource center is a collection
of books, videos, andjournals
on the environment available
to all members of the
University. "Pondside" is a
publication of student papers
from Ear'' Day. O.'HI
Lectures, and the seminu
The reason t he OI i n I .ectu res
attract such prominent
speakers is the fact that they
integrate the perspectives of
biology, business, and
philosophy. The scientific
speaker presents the factual
basis for the problem
discussed that year. The
business speaker comments
on the costs and economic
consequences of the problem.
The philosophical speaker
discusses how policy should
be structured.
Professor Newton
welcomes all student input
on the lecture series, the
newly
approved
environmental minor, and the
upcoming Earth Day
celebration. Students are
asked to urge the Residence
Hall Council and FUSA to
support these events.
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News

Campus Beat

Cheers

Christine Hamel
News Editor

The Fairfield Mirror

Boos

. On October 18, there was a suspicious motor vehicle in the area around the
townhouses. The motor vehicle was later recovered in front of McAullife with the
stereos missing and ihe doors open.
. There was ; iion-sr^tiji! .MO"-iti.'i>?'"< *'■ si'ii^i1' <• r.
It was from
Dolan Hall involving 2 male students. ni». i^asfM" uuiKuig mc un.i was identified and
no charges were fded.
. On October 19, two Prep students were found with marijuana in the woods
behind the library. The report was sent to Prep authorities.
. Three University students in Dolan Hall were foundin possession of narcotics.
The report was sent to the judicial board.
. On October 20 at 3:06 a.m., a criminal trespass warning was given to a nonstudent in Campion Hall. There were several altercations between the individual and
University students. At 6:51 a.m, the individual from the 3:06 a.m. incident was found
in the quad area and was arrested by Fairfield police.
. There were several alcohol violations in Kostka Hall. The alcohol was
confiscated from an underage student's room. This happened twice in Kostka Hall. The
reports were sent to the j udicial board..

Campus Crier
Tonight at 8 p.m., Cokie Roberts will speak to kick on !"!,»-"5**J
Anniversary of Coeducation. Tickets are sold out. bi ere is
a waiting list. Please call the Quick Center for more i nformat ion
at 254-4010 or ext. 4010. The event will be simulcast in the
Oak Room.
FUSA Film Series: "Psycho" will be shown in the Gonzaga
Auditorium. Admission is $2 orfree with Activities Pass. The
film will be shown on Friday at 4 p.m., Saturday at 8 p.m., and
Sunday at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
On Saturday from 7 p.m. to. 10 p.m., come to
"Haunted House" in the Barone Campus Center.

IRHG's

Multicultural Film Series presents "Missiissippi Masala" in
the Snack Bar. Admission is free and refreshments will be
served.

Classifieds
Welcome Back
Sidetracks Restaurant has immediate openings for waitstaff, cocktialing, and
hostesses. Full and part time positions available. Shifts can be scheduled
around your class load so you can earn fast $$$$$$$$ for books and supplies
(at least that's what you can tell your parents). No experience necessary, we
will train. Please apply in person to 2070 Post Rd. Fairfield. First come first
serve so HURRY!!!!!

LOVING, RESPONSIBLE, FUN BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR SEVERAL
DAYTIME HOURS A WEEK. VERY FLEXIBLE HOURS, OWN CAR HELPFUL BUT NOT NECCESSARY. GOOD HOURLY RATE. 256-1701.
JOIN COLLEGE TOURS SPPRING BREAK'96
Join thousands of students in Cancun or Jamiaca! Call today to reserve your spot
on the beach. Better yet, organize a small group and travel FREE and earn cash.
We have 28 yrs. experience and the best party package on location. Organizations
welcome, group discounts and other destinations available. 1-800-959-4SUN
Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student Organizations to promote SPRING BREAK. Earn MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CA11 INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
http://www.icpt.com
1-800-327-6013

*** FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Find out how hundreds of students are already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASH with America's #1 Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Chosoe Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK!
MAKE MONEY
Student travel reprsentatives wanted to sell and market winter getaway weekends,
ski vacations, motorcoach tours, and spring break. We have the hottest spring break
and ski destinations available. Highest commissions paid, travel for free and earn
cash. Call 718-631 -3958 or 800-345-5021.

to Carl "the party animal!"., to
the wonderful, lovable guys at the Exit . they're simply victims of circumstance..to
Dolan's RHC - our fearless leader..to
new friends, new fun and pedicures!..to
Dolan 2 East - a beautiful bunch of
girls..to the Delinquent 3..to blonde guys
who wear dresses at Harvest, .to Garfield
and Winnie the Pooh..to Cutie, Sweetie,
and Thingie..to getting well..to Rubber
Duckie. .to old "friends" becoming "new"
again - hi Spud..to new friends - hello
Jake, .to "Seinfeld" and "fuzz therapy "..to
Ted (S.D.)..to the HOT bartender in TH
18 - hi Anthony..to a good sex on the
beach..to the cutie in TH 58 who is
celebrating his 21st birthday - Happy
Birthday Joe!..to the rest of TH 58 for
helping me celebrate the end of my
MCAT stress - thanks guys!..to the
singing argument..to Snoozy and her
phallic symbols..to my new second
roommate - the Camelion..to Marcie Happy Birthday Sweetie..to the Jogues
4N RA - for being "precious"..to Jo and
my friends for all your support..to the
sports editor for brightening someone's
day with a smile..to the girl who screams
., jout of, the .window in. Goozaga..4a tea
parties..to perfect Harvest dates... to Joe
for driving us at 3 a.m. back to campus.,
to cameras that work., to getting tickets
for Harvest., to going trick or treating., to
having no stress..to getting delightful
messages on your door., to yellow roses.,
to catching the right train., to sunshine.,
to special private moments., to Billy
Madison - the man who makes me laugh..
to pudding all over my body., to oldies
but goodies., to everyone that sent in
cheers & boos., to having no deadlines.,
to people who get rid off annoying pests..
to Kotska 162 and 163.. to Frank for
dealing with the family., to Chrissie for
giving me cheers and boos., to Mike for
covering Mass on Sunday. .to shopping..
to Jekyll & Hyde - thanks Tom., to
splashing in puddles., to phenominal
tenors., to reunions with graduates., to a
REALLY GOOD Daquari.. to friends
bearing mineral ice., to "Hyde - lings" in
the lobby... to cute waiters., to an
AWESOME Harvest with the best of
friends., to hangin' flowers upside down
from the ceiling... to Deb for refusing., to
Fairfield's women rugby., to cousin
Larry., to going to your "happy place".,
to Eastern boys., to keeping your
boyfriend up unitl 6 and then having a
big smile on your face., to being on duty
and having your drunk friends calling..
to"for the love of God"!., to Britches
models., to Pish Goose Groose.. to taking
cabs from the Grape to the Wooden
Seamen ($10).. to dinner at the
Rattlesnake - "Someday" will happen.,
to the Big Dipper, it's faint but it's thereto never accomplishing anythung, but
always laughing and ahving fun., to a
"electronic" relationship., to ALL our
friends, can we say, "PSYCO".. to cabs
that come early., to cab drivers that wait
for all of you., to there's no place like
Fairifeld.. to people who scare away
mole boy - we reallly appreciated it
thanks!., to jurrassic clip., to interesting
costumes., to the week almost over..

to wild weekends that leave you
behind..to Chachi for starting fights and
stealing kegs..to Power tool class taking
up so much time..to knowing how much
we'll miss our fearless leader..to sisters
who owe you $25..to Ep lab groups on
Friday nights..to getting him sick - Sorry
Jim!..to missing Jinx..to missing
flicker..to the mud bath - thanks..to having
to get up with less than 5 hours of sleep.,
to feet that kill after walking almost 24
hours straight., to my melted Jello
shots..to herbal tea..to being loo shy to
smile back... to not being able to go trick
or treating., to midterm papers due in a
week., to living in a tropical heat zone
'cause the lizard has to be hot., to chocolate
stuck in the crevasse., to Ugly Harvest
dates with PMS.. to attention - requiring
people -" go home!"., to Harvest tickets
selling out.. to being dateless for Harvest..
to the rain on Saturday., to walking in
the mud., to being earless., to walking
and being in pain., to hearing the same
songs on the radio all the time., to dead
flowers., to sympathy seekers., to smoke
detectors that won't stop going off., to
tours early on Saturday mornings., to
missing old friends., to people that didn't
give any cheers or boos., to missing the [
best rimes.." to ■ mole boy..: to" Amazing
Grace at 1 am., to the DJ for not playing
enough slow songs at Harvest., to nasty
people who try to hook up with you., to
having a floor dilemna... to taking
exams..to people wanting to know if
you're an item., to cancelled classes not
being cancelled., to expesnsive
weekends., to your proposal being shot
down., to no voice messages., to rude
people., to getting written up., to
uncontrollable hair., to people who don't
use the phone., to people that don't check
their voice mail., to people who can't be
quiet., to assassins., to people who drive
to fast., to accidents, whiplash, and
headaches., to rain, stir.ky wool, and
soggy feet., t.;..«lie potatoes., to women
who shout from balconies., to *acky
dresses., to Indiana Jones and thi '' ench
maid., to Queen Bee., to not liavinj.'
enough time in the day.. torunning around
like a crazy person., to those who didn't
participa*~ to having pictures of old
girlfrienc '■ in your boydfriend's wallet...
in having your boyfriend at 3 am (onl
me!).. to going ot boring lectures.. t( i
being sold out., to cold french fries., to
not getting your paycheck yet., to having
to ask your friends for cheers & boos sorry guys! .. to having 4 papers due by
Wednesday., to unwanted tailgaters.. to
slow waiters that forget the order., to
decorative cobwebs that fall., to messy
places where you can't find anything., to
losing your mind so early in the year., to
not seeing your friends due to
commitments., to people who think that
they are god when they are far from it., to
saying stupid thir.~.; at the wrong time.,
to slammi r. ie door with your fingers in
it., to questions., toeetting exams back..
to wrong grapn . :i ,.ot h~ing able to go
out with the gang., to f i .ids that say
they are visiting and cancel last mim'ie..
to trains that leave later than you thought..
to not having a costume for Halloween..
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Cultural Celebrations
Week

Thursday. October 26. 1995 /

Tracy discusses God and
tragedy in his lecture
JoAnn Gometz
Staff Writer

Kristin Sullivan
Staff Writer

Cultural Celebration Week is
being held this week, October 23-27 in
the Barone Campus Center between 11
a.m. and 3 p.m. The event is sponsored
by FUSA to promote the recognition and
celebration of diversity.
The celebration has been held
other years during second semester, but
since this is the first year that the event is
under the direction of FUSA, Cultural
Celebration Week is being held during
first semester.
Jennifer Sharp, director of
cultural celebrations states, "Cultural
Celebration Week spreads awareness of
cultural groups and diversity on campus."
Each day this week a cultural
group on campus sponsored a booth
which highlighted certain aspects of that
culture. Students were able to sample
foods, music, and customs native to a
particular culture. Featured aspects
included Greek pastries, Irish soda bread,
origami demonstrations, hair braiding,
and music from "Miss Saigon."
The groups participating in
Cultural Celebration Week and the days
they are presenting, respectively are as
follows: ASA, Monday; SALSA,
Tuesday; International Relations,
Wednesday; UMOJA, Wednesday;
Greek Club, Thursday; Irish Society,
Thursday; International Students, Friday.

Don't forget
to catch:
Irish Society
Thursday
International Students
Friday
Sample different cultures and customs the
rest of the week in the
Barone Campus Center from 11-3. Meet
students and learn
about their culture and
customs.
;::.:.:.:•■.:•:•:■:•:■:-:':■:■:■:■:•:■:■:■:-:■:■::-:■:-:■:•:■

The Rev. David Tracy, STD,
presented a lecture on "God and Tragedy"
Thursday night at the Quick Center's
Kelley Theatre.
Dr. Paul Lakeland, professor of
religious studies, introduced Tracy as a
man, "spread eagled across the literature
of western culture and beyond."This image
was brought to mind by a photojournalist's
shot of Tracy climbing a bookcase,
stretching for a tome that was just out of
reach.
Dr. Tracy, a serious, soft-spoken
man, began his address to the audience of
about 400 by speaking with respect of the
lateChristopherJ.Mooney, S.J. for whom
this lecture series is named.
According to Tracy, common
views of Christianity state that the
resurrection prevents the religion from
having a genuinely tragic vision. Tracy
disagrees, presenting the new theologies
of African-American society as evidence
of the idea that a whole of religion and
tragedy is not only possible, but probable.
Tracy is convinced that people
are often made wiser both religiously and
theologically through a study or experience
of tragedy, pointing out that the blacks of
the Antibellum South read Exodus much
differently, and perhaps, more accurately,
than the official theologians of the time.
The "ethics of the other, the
neighbor, as the first philosophy," leads to
a refusal to embrace something that wou''
turn its face from suffering, said Tracy.
Through the modern and po lmodern periods, Tracy believes that there
.

has been a replacement of Biblical
narrative with a biological application to
history and life.
As he thinks that history without
a sense of tragedy is not truly history,
Tracy challenged the idea of the western
world's know history, saying that without
the period of western modernity, this
accepted history would not exist.
Tracy said that, to really
associate tragedy and the Bible, one must
look at passages such as that in I John
4:16, "God is Love," then research the
texts to prove that, for all to the contrary,
the statement is true.
Tracy put forth the idea that, as
heirs to the ancient Jews and Greeks,
modern Christianity must take into
account the tragedians' respect for the
"fragility of any human life" in order to
recognize the tragic beauty of John's
Christ on the cross.
To support this point, Tracy
cited Thucydides, saying that whenever
hope arose, disaster was about to befall
the Greeks, and yet, they ne'er turned
away from that tragedv.
Tracy's audk ''•■
i mix of
students from all classe. '"<1 Pairfield
Prep, priests, professors, and interested
parties from the Fairfield community,
listened intently to the lecture, and some
set forth questions after the formal
program's end.
Tracy's lecture was the second
annual Christopher J. M ..ncy lecture in
Theologv, Religion and Society,
sponsored by the depart i<*nto I', ligious
' jdies and the Office or tne Acaueinic
Vict> pfmsiiHent.

Cheers and Boos are due
by Sunday night either to
Box AA or to the Mirror
office. Make someone
feel extra special by being
included.
OANDWICH
FREE LUNCH SANDWICH WITH A PURCHASE OF ANOTHER|
LUNCH SANDWICH OF GREATER OR EQUAL PRICE.
NOT AVAILABLE WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OR SPECIAL
OFFER. EXPIRES 10/31/95. BAGELZ OF FAIRFIELD.

*FKEE COFFEE £ BAGEL £ WITH\
CREAM CHEEGE
PURCHASE A BAGEL WITH CREAM CHEESE & A SMALL
COFFEE RECEIVE ANOTHER ONE FREE OF EQUAL OR LESSER
PRICE. NOT AVAILABLE WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OR
SPECIAL OFFER. EXPIRES 10/31/95. BAGELZ OF FAIRFIELD.

Fairfield Connects
Wednesday, November 1
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the Levee
Join faculty, staff and administrators.

2074 BLACK ROCK TNPK. • FAIRFIELD • 368-6568
ACROSS FROM EDWARD'S SUPERMARKET

Refreshments will be served
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Rev. Aloysius Kelley leads
" Art Discovery Tour"
Christine Hamel
News Editor

paint and Ire? ("> he narrative story of his
spiritual journey.
Dr. Philip Eliasoph will offer
an on-site lecture focusing m the shared
interest in nature and humanity between
St. Francis and Giotto, the Florentine
"father of Renaissance painting." The
lecture will take ] ';■. e while viewing
works by Cimabue, Simone Martini, and
P. Lorenzetti in the Basilica of San
Freancesco.
This "flying seminar" educational vacation concludes with five days
in a residence in Florence. Special lectures and presentations will be given by
the faculty of the Lorenzo de'Medici
Insitute, Fairfield University's study center in Florence. This will maximize tour
participants desire tc learn
about Renaissance civilization
A world renowned expert on
Medicean patronage will escort the group
for "A Day in the Country at the Medici's
Villas." By special arrangement, two
Medici estates will be opned for the
group. The Medici Villas at Poggio
Caiano and the Villa Ferdinanda. It was
built for Prince Ferdinand the first, as his
luxurious hunting lodge retreat. It was
built by Buontaleni in 1572.
A farewell banquet is scheduled at the historic Castello
Vicchiomaggio, an ancient estate with a
medieval tower and brilliantly planted
Renaissance gardens. The Castello's
flowery environs were recently seen as
the backdrop for Kenneth Branagh's cinematic version of Shakespeare's Much
Ado About Nothing.
For registration information and tour
details, please contact Christine Bowers,
School of Continuing Education at (203)
254-4220. The cost of this all inclusive
first-class cultural tour is $3,950. A
refundable deposit is required before
November 30. Space is limited and early
enrollment is essential.

The Rr"Alov^u.> P. Kelley,

S.J., University Presidenl. wi'l lead a
special "/* i C t-cc/ery Tour" !>""...ing central I'.Jy's cultural and spiritual landmarks from March 7-17,
1996. .
The group will be guided by
Philip Eliasoph, professor of Art History, and Yael Eliasoph, Italian language lecturer. During the trip, they
w'.i] see behind the scenes visit to
pr ■ ,ik Medici villas. They will also
expioi
-iscinating Tuscan hilltowns
of Voiterra, Montalcino, Pienza, and
Siena.
Beginning in Rome, the journey will start with the newly restored
Sistene Chapel during a tour of the
Vatican Palace and St. Peter's Basilica. A private 16th century residence of St. Ignatius Loyola will be
viewed by a Jesuit father by special
arrangement.
A walking tour of Rome's
"Jesuit district" includes viewing of
the Church of the Gesu, designed in
1564 by Vignola. It is the centralized
shrine for the then newly founded
Jesuit order. While there, they will
see the illusinistic ceiling fresco, by
Fra Andrea Pozzo, a Jesuit brother. It
is a major Baroque masterpiece in the
Church of San Ignazio, floats above
the impressive tomb monument of
Cardinal Robert Bellarmine, the patron saint of Fairfield University.
The grr,,r> will experience
anearlierphaseo Italy'" virtual heritage while visti.i^ the cobblestone
paths and hand-hewn stone chapels of
Assisi, home of St. Francis.
Umbria's mystical saint
transformed Italian culture in the early
13th century and inspired artists to

Happy Halloween!
from the Mirror staff
Spring Break 1996
TRAVEL FREE!!
Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas
Panama City. Davtona. Padre
** Great low, low prices
** Free Trip on only 15 sales

Call for a FREE
information packet!

V
^^"

Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710
r

"1

i MONTH UNLIMITED TANNING

TROPICAL*
Stu?'Iau Center
Fairfield
371-8261

Matt Spero
Staff Writer
Last Friday, amidst a steady
drizzle, approximately two hundred
Fairfield students came together at
Lantern Point to show support for one
of their own.
The "Fall Fling'95" was held
to raise money for Tim Pelleccione'97
who was paralyzed in an unfortunate
diving accident this past June in New
Jersey.
The benefit was organized
by his friends and members of the
"Laughing Cow" beach house, where
Pelleccione was going to live this year.
"We were real happy to see
that other students were interested in
trying to do something good to help
Timmy," Kevin Liddy, one of the
event's organizers and member of the
Laughing Cow, said.
The
Laughing
Cow
housemates printed up cups that had
"Beer for Beav" (Tim's nickname)
printed on them and sold them to
students fort $ 10 each. They scheduled
campus bands to perform and

purchased kegs. When all expenses
were paid, they had raised an
astounding $5,000. The $5,000 goes
directly towards Pelleccione's care.
The event kicked off shortly
after 3 p.m. with campus band China
Sydrome performing for around one
hundred people. By the time Loose
Cannon, whose lead singer, Matt
Junkins, was supposed to live with
Pelleccione this year, took the stage
after 5 p.m., there were close to two
hundred students on the point.
"We were definitely pleased
with the turnout," Liddy said. "We
told Timmy about it and he was very
appreciative."
Pelleccione is currently
undergoing therapy three times a week
and making very good progress.
Anyone interested in making
donations can do so by sending them
to:
The Timmy Fund
c/o North Kingston Charities
Clinton Avenue
North Kingston, Rhode
Island 02852

Annual Economic Symposium
to be held at Farifield
Christine Hamel
News Editor
The 18th annual symposium
of the Committee on Developing American Capitalism will be held on Thursday, Nov. 9, at noon and focus on "Election Year Policy Prospects and Beyond."
During the event, a video message from Congressman Bill Archer,
Texas Republican. Archer is a fiscal
conservative and chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee as a result
of the GOP majority in Congress. As a
result of being active on budget issues,
Archer has been leading initiatives for
health care reform, welfare reform, and
has introduced legislation to eliminate
Political Action Committee contributions.
Archei has proposed that at least 80
percent oi noney raised for a campaign
mustcome fromthe candidate's state.
Serving on Congress since 1971, Archer has been honored as "most respected
Texas congressman" by Texas Business
Magazi' .. He has received awards from
the Houston Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, the National Conference of Christians andJewsfor Brotherhood, and the National Taxpayers
Union, the Small Business Council, and
the National Venture Capital Association.
During the event, his remarks
will be discussed by a panel of three
financial executives:Dr.Andrew

Brimmer, Dr. Lawrence Chimerine, and
Robert H. Strovall.
Brimmer is president of
Brimmer & Company, a Washington
D.C. based consulting firm. In addition, he is a professor of economics at
the University of Massachusetts, and a
former member of the Federal Reserve
System's Board of Governors.
Chimerine is managing director and chief economist at the Economic Strategy Institute located in
Washington D.C. He is also president
of Radnor Consulting Services. In addition, he is a former chairman of Chase
Econometrics and formerly manager of
economic research and forecasting for
IBM.
Stovall is president of Stovall/
Twenty-First Advisers Inc., a money
management firm located in New York.
In addition, he is a regular panelist on
PBS' Wall Street Week with Louis
Rukeyser and a commentator on CNN
and CNBC.
As a successor to a symposium which was started in 1976 by John
Winthrop Wright, chairman of Wright
Investor's Service, the Committee on
Developing American Capitlaism was
formed in 1981. It is comprised of
leaders from business, labor, economics, academia, and other professions
who analyze the nation's economic and
political system. Chairman of the committee is Allen Sinai, chief global economist and a managing director at
LehmanBrothers.
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Fundraiser for Fairfield
student was a success

Congratulations Center for Global Competitiveness on landing the first contract
for Connecticut based companies!

ONLY $49 SL

* add S2.00 per face se: ,ion in
Single session - $5
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More details in next week's issue!
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"Sales from the Crypt"
Nicole Rivard
Campus Life Editor
Andre Mattei
Assistant Campus Life Editor

The season of witches, ghosts, and
goblins is upon us again, bringing with it a
substantial amount of Halloween hoopla.
For anyone in need of decorations, costume
ideas or last minute Halloween accessories,
the Trumbull Mall is is ready for the season
with a variety of novel items.
Downstairs, Spencer's offers
"Sales from the Crypt." Gigantic furry
spiders, skeleton light sets, and plastic
gravestones ($50 each) were among the
decorations at the entrance to the store.
Spencer's also had an entire wall filled with
rubber masks depicting anyone from the
traditional Dracula and Frankenstein to an
amusing Hillary Clinton. Some of the most
original masks were Peanuts' Charlie Brown
and Lucy, an intimidating alien mask, and a
Bugs Bunny mask. Winning the prize for
scariest mask was that of Chuckie. the
murderous doll from "Child's Play '.' vlask
prices ranged from $19.99 - $39.99.
Another wall stacked with readyto-wear costumes was located just beyond
the masks. A sequined Cleopatra costume
was costly at $59.99 as was a flapper costume
for $50.00. Other costumes, such as clowns,
jesters, and poodle skirtsranged from $ 19.99
- $34.99. The number of Pocahontas

imitations was not surprising. Don't jump
on the Disney bandwagon this year. Be
original. Pocahontas will be overdone. If the
ready-to-wear costume is not for you and
you want to be creative, Spencer's also sold
plenty of earrings, fangs, nails, hippie decor,
and a variety of make-up to provide a more
personalized costume.
While Spencer's had a good
collection, a seasonal shop set up specifica
for Halloween called Halloween Adventure,
is located upstairs. Prices were comparable
to Spencer's, but the store had a much wider
selection of costumes. The staff was friendly
and ready to assist with any Halloween
costume questions or dilemmas. The store i s
split into several sections based c a variety
of costume fhemes.Sectionsinclf'r M- '■
Gras, house of horrors, Disney, superhero,
toddlers, ninja, and also a mask and makeup wall. We particularly liked the Wizard of

Oz costumes and the Pink Panther.
Halloween Adventure sold many
of the same masks that Spencers did but they
had some less expensive options at $14.99.
When you're looking for costumes you want
tc be original sc your best bet is to go to the
co
„tore where no one else is
1 jok i ng. We found a unique, attractive mask
hanging high in a dim corner of the house of
horro s ection. It was a gold and turquoise
Egyptian mummy mask made of light plastic.
Besides masks, the costume of Jim Carrey's
character in the movie The Mask caught our
attention. The bright yellow suit cost $60.00,
the green mask cost $15.00, and the yellow
top hat was priced at $ 12.99. a bit pi.
but
\ crowd pjease'r.
f-or !t«»"^'"> c'n,irtniirjj ar'v"~ ' for
younger siblings or cousins, Halloween
Adventure also had a great selection of kids'
costumes. Power Rangers and Barbie

costumes were available but we would much
rather see little Winnie-the-Poohs and
Raggedy Anne's which were also available
as ready-to-wear costumes.
Halloween Adventure has an
impressive selection of over2,000 costumes,
but store manager Mike Merillat said, "Even
after all of these choices people still want to
be things we don't have or that I've never
heard of."
Those people are a minority,
though. According to Merillat anything scary
is in demand this year, especially for adults.
Of course the hockey mask worn by Jason in
"Friday the 13th" is going fast. Even more
popular this year are the Michael Meyers
mask and jumpsuit worn in the movie
Halloween. Invisible masks, so-called
because you can see out them through a thin
black stretchy panel but you can't see in, are
growing in popularity. (A rap group called
Wu Tang wears them.)
Merillat also said that Casper and
Pocahontas costumes are the hottest items
for kids this year. Unfortunately, Merillat
confirmed what we had heard on the radio
last week. "Many customers are pushing for
the OJ. mask(they're getting it in) and the
Judge Ito mask. A lot are looking for Tyson
masks too."
We hope that we've given you a
plethora of ideas. Maybe some were more
original than others, but even more important
than originality when choosing a costume is
taste and respect. Happy hunting and we
hope you get more treats than tricks..

Editor's Picks

Most Original: Egyptian
Mask

Most Striking: The "Mask"

Least Original: Pocahontas

Funniest: Peanuts'
Characters

Scary is in this year
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History of
Halloween
Jeaneen Terrio
Managing Editor

To many people, Halloween brings
to mind pumpkins, costumes, and trick or
treating. We have grown up with the idea
that witches, ghosts, and goblins are all
connected with the holiday, but do we really
know why and how that came to be? The
following is a look into the origins ol > .
holiday and the words associated will
Halloween is the name Tor the eve
of Samhain, a celebration marking the
beginning of winter as well as the first day of
the New Year within the ancient Celtic
culture of the British Isles. This event was a
crucial part in the social and religious makeup
of the Celtic year, and the eve of Samhain set
the tone for the annual celebration as a
threatening, fantastic, mysterious rite of
passage to a new year.
The eve of the festival brought
with it another kind of harvest. On this
occasion, it was believed that a gathering of
supernatural forces occurred as during no
other period of the year. The day was
characterized as a time when the barriers
between the supernatural worlds were
broken. Other worldly entities, such as the
souls of the dead, were able to visit earthly
inhabitants, and humans could take the
opportunity to break the domains of the
Gods and supernatural creatures. Fiery
tributes and sacrifices of animals, crops, and
possibly human beings were made to appease
supernatural powers who controlled the
fertility of the land. Also, various methods
of divination were used by individuals
attempting to discover their fortunes, good
or i 11, and to foretell events such as marriages,
sickness, or death.
The eve of the festival was
Christianized, becoming the Vigil of All
Saints, or AHshallows Eve. However, the
customs of Samhiiin survived independently
of the Chris1 .
u)ly day. Gradually, the
eve of AHshallows lost much of its Celtic
religious significance, and it became a secular
observance, although many traditionally
Celtic ideas continued to be associated with
the evenings. Adults, dressed in fantastic
disguises and masks, initiated supernatural
beings and visited homes where occupants
would offer tributes of food and drink to
them. A fear of nocturnal creatures, such as
bats and owls, persisted, since these animals
were believed to communicate with the
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spirits of the dead.
English Protestant settlers in the
New World did not bring the custom of
Halloween with them. Irish and Scottish
immigrants introduced scattered AHshallows
Eve observances to America.
Modern Halloween activities have
centered on mischief making and
masquerading in costumes, often resembling
otherworldly characters. Folk customs, now
treated as games ,(such as bobbing for apples)
have continued from the various divination
practices of the ancient celebrants.
Supernatural figures, such as ghosts, witches,
vampires, and devils, play a key role in
supplying an aura of the mysterious to the
evening.
The jack-o'-lantern, commonly
associated with Halloween, is a demonic
image of a carved and illuminated pumpkin.
According to most common legends, the
jack-o'-lantern is a wandering soul who has
been denied entry into both heaven and hell.
In Ireland, children who are caught outdoors
after dark are told to wear their jackets
inside-out in order not to be lured astray by
a jack-o'-lantern. In popular American lore,
the jack-o'-lantern is associated with witches
and the Halloween tradition of trick-ortreating in which it is customary to carry
pumpkin jack-o'-lantems to frighten evil
spirits.
Through the custom of trick-ortreating, the Celtic quality of the festival as
an evening of annual escape from normal
realities and expectations has remained into
the twentieth century.
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Ghost stories
Compiled by Nicole Rivard

Whether it's Halloween or not,
ghostly tales circulate around campus. Most
people have heard the stories of a nun
committing suicide on the second floor of
Dolan because of an unwanted pregnancy or
that Bellarmine is haunted by one of its
original inhabitants. These types of stories
flourish on campuses nationwide.
According to Richard Crowe, a
supernatural phenomena expert based in
Chicago, "There's so much going on in
college buildings when you think about
their history, not to mention some of the
high emotions people have when they're in
school. Ghosts can thrive on those emotions.
They can tap into the anxieties that people
have."
Still Crowe says most ghosts just
want to be noticed. If people pay attention to
them and let them co-exist, they're usually
fine, Crowe says. "The problem sometimes
start when people try to deny that they
exist." For many students across the nation,
the question about whether ghosts exist has
been answered by their campus experiences.
For example:
* For years, students at Mansfield
University in Mansfield Pennsylvania have
maintained that North Hall is haunted by
Sarah. Sarah, according to campus legend,
is the ghost of a student who committed
suicide by leaping over a railing through an
open atrium in the building. She allegedly
killed herself because of love gone wrong.
The building, which was built in 1874, has
been vacant for many years, giving Sarah
plenty of room to roam. Mansfield students
say they sometimes see Sarah in the windows
of the buildings top floor, supposedly looking
foe her former lover. But Sarah's days of
solitude may be numbered. This fall, the
University began extensive renovations on
North hall and has plans to turn the old
building into a state-of-the art library and
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academic center.
* Students at Stonehill College in
North Easton, MA have reported seeing the
ghost of Freddie Ames roaming the campus.
Ames, the original owner of the property,
died in a plane crash in the 1930s. According
to legend, Ames instructed his servant to
light the runway on his property at night
while he was away flying, but the servant
forgot. When Ames came in for a landing,
the only light he saw was a lamp on the third
floor of the mansion. Mistaking that for the
runway, the pilot crashed to his death. Now,
whenever there is a blue mist hanging over
the pond on campus, it is believed that Ames
is looking for his forgetful servant.
* The Joe E. Brown and Eva Marie
Saint Theater at the Bowling Green State
University in Ohio i: hi nted by Alice, an
actress who reportedly was killed onstage
while playing Desdemona in Shakespeare's
Othello. Alice often interferes with the
theater department's performances by
shorting out the lighting and scattering the
props, but only if she is personally invited to
the performance. So after the final dress
rehearsal of each production , the director
heads to the stage, where he or she invites
the spirit to be the department's guest. If
asked, the actress always obliges, and the
shows run without any problems.
* Several students living in North
Spencer residence hall at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro say they've
had the opportunity to meet Annabelle.
Legend has it that Annabelle is the ghost of
a stude"' who committed suicide in one
building, oell tower. And while they don't
know what she's looking for, students say
they sometimes hear her walking the halls of
the dorm. Dorm residents have reported
spotting a blue haze passing through the hall
at times-and-have witnessed objects flung
across different rooms. The ghost apparently
gets antsy when the students are gone for the
summer, since most occurences have taken
place when the dorm is occupied by summer
school students and residence hall advisors.
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Fairfield
Faces:
Glenn
Griffin
Jessica Nutley
Editor-in-Chief

"Our role is unusual. We can be
closer to our community than a normal police
department. We are not these unknown
people in uniforms," Glenn Griffin, associate
director of security, recently said of security' s
swift response to the recent death of freshman
Kevin Mannion.
This is but one incident that Griffin
has encountered in the fifteen years that he
has been with the Fairfield University
Security Department. He has seen many
changes at the University, primarily the
nature of the incidents that security must
investigate. One would think that his image
of students would be fairly negative, but
Griffin said, "I enjoy performing this line of
work and dealing with young people in spite
of the challenges that can bring from time to
time."
Sitting in his small office decorated
by perfectly hung drug and alcohol posters
and flyers, Griffin talks with pride about the
Security Department and the role that he has
played in it, his eyes smiling behind his wire
framedglasses. He speaks freely about most
j^ues,,b^t^unja.ble1{cvelabQnateftnfSfin$itixe
security matters. His neatly pressed security
uniform is accented by his pins and patches
denoting his accomplishments. He has a
small build but is by no means frail looking.
Rather, he gives the impression that his
strength comes from within and that he
genuinely cares about the University.
Griffin grew up in nearby Monroe,
CT. His father, he said, was a State Police
lieutenant who "imparted in me the reality

of [police work] and let me know the positives
and negatives to the job." Griffin decided to
pursue this line of work and received a
bachelor of science degree in law
enforcement administration from the
University of New Haven in 1979. While at
the University of New Haven, Griffin worked
with their security staff and had also worked
as a police dispatcher for the Monroe Police
Department. When a job in the Fairfield
University Security Department became
available, he applied and began working
here in 1980. Griffin was a line officer,
which entail mostly routine patrols and the
locking of classroom buildings and gates.
Since that time, Griffin has been
exposed to many aspects of university life,
not all of which were pleasant. "Some of the
issues that have come up at national
universities has changed the aspect of the
job," he said. For instance, until 1992, no
cases of sexual assault at Fairfield had ever
been reported. That's not to say that jt never
happened, but the national awareness of this
issue most likely caused the report.
Pot, he has noticed has been "having
a bit of a comeback" at Fairfield over the last
few years, but is unsure exactly why.
One thing that has not changed is
the abuse of alcohol. Alcohol, said Griffin is
usually a component in other cases that
security has to deal with, including fights
and rape. He recalls a time when two

intoxicated students were fighting and one
had to be sent to the hospital because the
other person had smashed a glass pitcher
into the student's face. "Being in security,
you're dealing with people in the worst
circumstances," Griffin said. "I have been
called every name in the book." Instead of
getting angry, he takes the perspective this
behavior is part of the job.
Another aspect of the job is writing
parking tickets, an area of security people
are most familiar with. "People know us
when they get a ticket c . he car and think
it's the only thing we do. Tiffin said. "We
become involved in siti »ons more than
people think we do."
An example of a situation on which
security was heavily involved was having to
respond to the turmoil following the death
of the Nepalian Special Olympian at
Hammonassett State Park this past summer.
The Nepal team was staying at Fairfield
University. Security officers were on hand
to assist the athletes and coaches as well as
field media requests. A closeness developed
between some of the officers and athletes,
and one officer was even asked to accompany
the Nepal team whenever they left the
campus. Security aided in the investigation
of the drowning and helped to organize a
prayer service for the team at the state park
on the last day of the Games.
Griffin lives in Danbury, CT, with

his wife Nancy and six year-old daughter
Sara. Mrs. Griffin obtained her master's
degree in counseling from Fairfield
University in 1984 and is currently the
director of student life at Western
Connecticut State University. The Griffins
"have a unique chat over the dinner table"
each night, as they compare notes on what is
happening at their respective universities,
he said, adding, "It helps us to support each
other."
Griffin likes to spend his spare
time with his daughter "who has a bigger
social calendar than we do." His wife is from
Maine and they often go hiking and camping
up there. "I like to get out in the woods. It
puts things in perspective," he said.
Griffin drives down the back roads to get to
work and encounters the biggest traffic jam
"when the Canadian geese walk across the
road."
Since his promotion, his duties
have become mostly administrative,
overseeing the assistant director and the
staff of sergeants. He emphasized the fact
that officers are non-sworn police officers
but perform most of the same functions.
"It's not a 9 to 5 job where every day will be
a happy day," Griffin said. "Officers might
be locking a building one minute and
investigating a robbery the next minute."
Over three-quarters of the security officers
have volunteered to become state-certified
emergency medical technicians. Griffin
himself is one, his EMT pin gleaming on his
starched white Security shirt.
Griffin is content with his job and
has enjoyed the rapport he has with the
University community. "I don't know if I'd
want to do this in a corporation," he said.
Even with the many negative situations that
Security has had with students, there is
always an attempt to turn it into a positive
•experience. An intoxicated student who is
sent to the Judicial officer may get the alcohol
counseling that he or she needs. Someone
whose stereo is stolen out of his or her room
is left with the idea that security will do all
they can to help and that they do care about
the outcome of the incident.
"Realistically, Fairfield is less
problematic than working in urban areas. I
have gotten a lot of enjoyment out of dealing
with college-aged people," he said.

Congratulations to the Fairfield Equestrian Team for their first place championship this past Sunday. The horse show
was held at the Mid Island arena in
Long Island and was hosted by
Stonybrook College.
f
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Equestrian team coach Lisa Bailey looks on as team member Maureen Hardiman does
a jumping demonstration at the admissions preview day.
Photo:N. Rivard
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19 Bridge Square in Peter's Market, Westport.
ersonable and enthusiastic people to work weekend mornings and/or
weekday mornings and afternoons. Great fun. Part time. Flexible hours.
Start at $7.50 per hour. Come in for an application or call 226-0138.
The Best Place to Have a Latte & a Laugh" - Fairfield County Weekly

Admission: $2
Free with Activities Pass
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Editorial/Commentary

After a less-than-hearty welcome by male
students in 1970, women at Fairfield University have
gone on to make their mark at the University as well
as on the world beyond this beautiful campus. Many
alumnae have gone on to accomplish feats that were
widely believed to be reserved for men. Fairfield
women have excelled as doctors, lawyers, professors,
and their numbers keep growing.
These women are being commemorated this
weekend as Fairfield celebrates the twenty-fifth
anniversary of co-education. In the twenty-five years
since they were first "welcomed," women have brought
about an overall improvement to the University, both
academically and socially. More challenging courses
have been developed that benefit both men and women.
Extracurricular activities, including sports and
student organizations, have expanded and improved
and flourish under women's leadership.
Cokie Roberts will kick off the anniversary
celebration tonight with a speech that will be simulcast
in the Oak Room. It is unfortunate that the Quick
Center, where Roberts will be speaking, had already
been sold out before tickets could go on sale to the
public. Current students will learn the most from this
inspiring woman, but will have to do so in the Oak
Room.
There will be many other events throughout
the weekend to celebrate the presence of women at
Fairfield. Both male and female students need to
realize that education is a gift to be shared, and is not
limited to any particular sex. Even the men of the
1970s should know this by now.
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Letters to the Editor
Blacks remain disadvantaged
To the Editor:
I think that I should
apologize to the great many
readers of the Mirror. But before
I do that I will address one reader's
response to my O.J. Simpson
article with three sentences. First,
blind patriotism is a dangerous
thing and is responsible for a
great many of the problems that
today plague this country.
Second, to paraphrase a famous
person, "they can attack my
character and what I say, but
remember they never call me a
liar." I guess for some readers of
my article, the truth really hurts.
Finally, to embellish my
language: if America continues
to deny the truth, it will fry. If it
wants to save itself, America
should repent and make amends.
Now I will attempt to
apologize (as last week's editorial
put it) for being "downright
disrespectful of white people."
This is my open letter to angry
white males - it is my attempt to
ensure them that they have
nothing to fear and that America
is still firmly in their hands. It is
also my promise that, as a Negro,
I will behave myself and try not
to criticize its injustices with the
hope of making it better as a
result. In essence, I will be seen
and not heard (yeah right!).
To the angry white male,
I'm sorry if I hurt or
offended you. As a person of
color I sincerely apologize for
attempting to break down barriers
to social and political justice by
bringing light to issues that are
routinely ignored. I know that
you see your country "going to
hell" due to the legions of
immigrants that don't speak the
King's English, the welfare
mothers and crime in the cities
and suburbs, and worst of all
your oppression through
insidious
"reverse
discrimination" programs that sap
your wealth and prestige and give
it to undeserving and lazy people
of color and women that have not
earned their positions as you have.
I hope I can make you
feel secure again. Blacks are very
much in the same position they

were in hundreds of years ago the U.S. Statistical Abstract, in
when slavery and Jim Crow had 1991 racial discrimination only cost
America in its grasp, and when the the economy $215 billion and
order and privilege that you over the last twenty five years the
perceive as having been taken from U.S. economy has lost between
you was obviously and is still 1.5% and 2.5% of Gross Domestic
Product because racism limits the
securely yours.
Don't worry because use of black educational
those undeserving masses of attainment.
I hope I am convincing
people have not taken your wealth.
According to the Department of you of your security. In fact, blacks
Labor and Commerce, the median are subsidizing your economic
household net worth as of 1993 success. Blacks spend 95% of their
was $37,587; the average white income in white communities;
household was $45,740, and the consequently white people live
average black household was comfortably off double incomes,
$4,418. It gets better. The median generally 100% of their own and
full time weekly earnings for all 95% of blacks' income. In fact, I
people was $475; for whites it was would hope that my angry white
$491, and for blacks it was $380. male colleagues that are upset by
You are still out and working - the "set-asides" for minority
untrained and undisciplined hoards businesses would realize that
of people of color have not taken according to the April 11, 1994
your jobs. The unemployment rate issue of USA Today, of the $9
for whites in 1993 was 4.8% and billion that went to black businesses
for blacks it was 28%. Blacks from government programs, nearly
earned 5 3 % of what whites earned all of the programs were located in
in 1948, in the 1990's blacks earn white communities. The tax
59% of whites. My angry white revenue and jobs from these
male friend, you are still working business went to white, not black,
and earning more than anyone else, communities. Relax and support
so relax - you are in the driver's "set-asides" because the money
made from them is going-into your
seat.
-pocket.
JEhe .UJS.-Depattment.aL-...
- Affirmative- action -has
Commerce,
Bureau of Census
not dethroned you as ruler of
reported
that
the income gap
corporate America. The Glass
between
blacks
and whites is so
Ceiling Commission which was
vast
that
the
three
richest white
created
by
the
Bush
Administration to examine Americans, with a collective worth
discrimination and the impact of of $15 billion, have a greater
affirmative action found that the financial worth than all black
"glass ceiling" that has protected business combined. You simply
you from competition is not even have nothing to worry about - the
close to being cracked because so reigns of business are in your hands.
I hope that I have soothed
few minorities and women hold
your
nerves.
I apologize once more
executive management positions
if
I
have
scared,
offended or
that lead to corporate leadership
bothered
you
in
the
past.
I would
positions. The commission found
like
to
believe
that
by
making
you
that senior managers in the top
feel
safer
I
have
made
up
for
any
of
1,000 U.S. industrial firms and
my
transgressions.
Look
around
Fortune 500 companies of all types
are 97% white and 95-97% are you, this world is yours and isn't it
male even though 50% of the work running smoothly...? You should
force is comprised of women and really keep up the good work. But
minorities. Rest assured angry I can't promise that your smooth
white males - the commission also running world will continue as such
found that there are absolutely no because in the year 2000 it may
facts to support the growing belief very well be under new
that white males are being pushed management. I hope that in the
aside in favor of unqualified year 2000 everything will work
women and minorities. Don't out well for you.
worry about those claims that
discrimination is expensive to the
Christopher Deis
American economy. According to

etters to the Editor must be
submitted on the Sunday
before publication, and may
be e-mailed to MIRROR.
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SAYSO
A step closer to tolerance
Vanessa Lops
Co-Commentary Editor

Last February, the founding
members of the group SAYSO, Students
for the Acceptance of Your Sexual
Orientation, turned in a written
constitution to FUSA. They have since
revised it, and resubmitted it to FUSA
in September.
Although they are still
awaiting approval from the Senate,
SAYSO had their monthly meeting
this past Tuesday.
"Everyone is welcome at our
meetings. We support support people
of all sexual orientation- homosexual,
bisexual, and heterosexual," said Dave
Walsh, '97, one of S A YSO's organizers.
The group meets once a month
to update and promote projects like
Ally training, speaker: md fun
activities, like gay jeans ^. .y. More
activities will be created when tb? club
gets a budget.
They also run a weekly
support group called Ten Percent, the
name stemming from a Kinsey poll that
revealed one in ten individuals to be of
homosexual orientation.
So far, the faculty and student
body seem very supportive of the group.
The good turnout at Tuesday's meeting
shows that tolerance is possible at
n nnrnr";rpf I Y '■' iriT

Fairfield.
This is a relief for many group
members because, in the past, the
Fairfield community exerted less than
respectful reactions to the members.
One member recalled the story
of a support group meeting, about four
years ago, at which students belonging
to a sports club gathered outside to watch
and recall who attended the meeting.
One student later reported that a member
of the sports club went so far as to call his
parents to inform them of his
participation.
Members now are relieved that
the social climate here at Fairfield is
more accepting and tolerant, and they do
not worry about such an occurrence
today.
Many find that the lessthreatening environment allows them to
publicize the group and activities more
comfortably.
Since the University and FUSA
express such enthusiasm at the prospects
of diversity and tolerance, it should not
be much longer before the wait is ended
and this group acquires official status.
When the constitution is
approved, it will prove that Fairfield is
moving in the right direction, towards
acceptance of all students, respecting
similarities and differences alike.
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Being and nothingness
Confronting existential dilemmas behind
the wheel of a cab

Kurt Hackbarth
Co-Commentary Editor
If it is true that learning within the
classroom must be supplemented by the
lessons of the "classroom without walls"
beyond it, and if you really want to get the
most out of your "comprehensive" Jesuit
education (this is the new buzzword "comprehensive" instead of merely "liberal
arts" - a principled switch, doubtless), then
continue reading this column. Anybody left?
Good. And no - this isn't going to be another
story about my year abroad, though don't
any of you think that you're safe and that
I've forgotten about all of them. In fact, I've
got a real doozy about the Tories in
Parliament wanting to raise the VAT on
home-heating oil to 17.5% and being
opposed by a coalition of Labourites and
rebellious backbench Conservatives angry
at the leadership's EU policy. It's a scream.
But back to my point. If any of you
truly want to confront some of the
philosophical and critical thinking skills you
have learned at college while working and
earning (some) money, I would without
hesitation recommend driving a cab. No,
seriously. I did it this summer and found to
my amazement that, instead of my having to
try to make the job intellectually stimulating
by badgering passengers or counting the
fatuous claims of Rush Limbaugh by the
hour, it was the job itself which compelled
me to face the major existential dilemmas of
human experience, questions which I was
hoping to at least put off until I figured out
all the lyrics to Elton John's "Saturday
Night's All Right for Fighting." But no thanks to my mother and the stupid purple
boxes she started penning around particular
classified ads days after I arrived back from
sheparding the 1995 budget through the
Commons (well, that's a bit of a lie, but I did
photocopy several major Labour position
papers), I had come head to head by the end
of the summer with: a whacko who insisted
she was on death row in Texas because she
gave George Bush an A- in math but was
pardoned by Dan Quayle who had gotten an
A, a nutcase who had attempted to hold up a
bank with a banana (no word of lie - it was
suggested to her by another of our drivers),
a possible murderer (the dispatcher thinks),
"the Barfer" (I'll leave that one to you) and,
of course, the same question of being and/or
not being which has plagued Hamlet, Camus,
and Sartre.
Let me assure you that I did not
make anything in the preceding paragraph
up - there is absolutely no need to do so.
What I did, however, need on occasion to
make up were directions to the destinations
requested by my "fares," which was
inevitably followed by a cold sweat, sweaty
palms on the steering wheel, and intense
inner self-flagellation for having once
proclaimed myself an agnostic. And thank
God (or Whomever) for Route 1, which I

learned quickly to rely upon heavily in my
navigation. Where's Bill's Seafood? Over
on Route 1. Pilot's Point Marina? Same.
Where's so-and-so? Ah, over on Route 1,
near such-and-such (actually, something like
50% of people on the East coast live within
a mile of this blessed road --an astounding
figure). Most of the time, I was right. If not,
it was always, "Well, they've moved from
their original Route 1 location - traffic must
have been too much for 'em, huh?" (short,
uncomfortable laugh) It gets to the point,
though, when you are asked so many times
about how to get from A to B, that you begin
to feel sure that there's something more to
all this questioning. It dawned on me by
early August that people weren't merely
asking how to get to the Stop & Shop or
Saybrook Cinema, or where Katherine
Hepburn's house was located - no, they
were seeking guidance, stewardship,
direction, and they were looking to me.
Fare: Hi. Uh, do you know how to get to the
Essex Point Marina?
Me: You know, the ancient Gnostics
maintained that there is really no need to
"get" anywhere, because we are all Gods
who have deigned to descend to earth and
envelop ourselves in this self-deception.
Fare: What?
Me: David Tracy, though, insists that the
ancient Greek tragedies have as much
relevance to Judeo'-Christian society as do
the Platonic dialogues, and that within the
tragedy in your life's experiences are the
seeds for true hope, as compared to mere
optimism.
Fare: Listen, I just...
Me: Do you know the difference between
hope and optimism?
Fare: No, but I just want to get to my boat...
Me: Or how to break the cycle of oppressed
becoming oppressor?
Fare: Listen! Just get me to the damn marina.
Oh, and by the way, Gutierrez says that the
answer to breaking the cycle lies in core
communities, which form the basis for his
theology of liberation. And Tracy's cant
about tragedy and Escalus is nothing but b.s.
Nothing prepared me, however, for
the ultimate call to conscience which
happened to me on a Saturday night late in
August, in my one of my last nights driving.
This is entirely lif«e -1 got a call on the car
phone aboul l( p.m. o alert me to my next
pick-up, a faie g.O'?j 'ill the way to
Middletown. There was only one minor
hitch.
"The pick-up's at the Shoreline
Clinic." said the dispatcher.
"Who needs to be picked up at the
clinic?" I so innocently asked.
"It's not a person...it's a medical
sample."
Pause. "You want me to drive a

Speedy Research
Reports: $6.00 per page
Over 70,000 topics & papers.
Materials for research
assistance use only!
6546 Hollywood Blvd.
2nd floor, RM. 209
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturdays, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Custom Research available
Visa/MC/AmerEx
Call today! 1-800-356-9001

medical sample up to Middletown?"
"Urn, yeah. Just bill it out like you
normally would."
"It's not a question of how I bill it,
it's just..."
"What?"
"Uh, nothing." I arrive at the clinic
and approach the receptionist. Meanwhile,
my mind is racing. How the hell do I ask her
about this?
"I'm from East Shore Cab - I
understand I have a pick-up...?"
"Oh, here you are." she said,
handing me a medical bag with#a carrying
strap like absolutely nothing was out of the
ordinary. I stared down at it for a second,
then asked it if it were ready to go. The
existential conundrum had begun. I brought
it out to the cab, placed it on the front seat and
then, for good measure, strapped it in. I got
in myself and looked over at this medical bag
restrained by a seat belt. There was only one
thing left to say before I left.
"Comfortable?" No answer. I
screeched off.
Considering that my partner on this
half-hour journey up Route 9 was far from a
sparkling conversationalist, I had far too
much time on my hands to think. I turned on
to the highway, then looked over to my fare,
which had shifted slightly due to my rather
spastic curve-taking. Besides that, it looked
relatively complacent. I was not. however.
going to let this inanimate object rattle me.
"Mind if I put the radio on?" I
asked, attempting to maintain external cool.
Meanwhile on the inside, I'm thinking, "I'm
driving what may well be a stool sample for

a half-hour ride in a taxi?! What is my
function in this life - why do I exist?" This
proved to be the beginning of the end of my
evening, or the end of the beginning, as
Churchill might have said. By exit 6,1 was
denying my own existence. By exit 9,1 was
rejecting materialism entirely, including the
feces sample seated next to me and the car
I was driving. By exit 14,1 was disregarding
the lives of those accompanying me on this
northward journey. What did it matter if
anything happened?, I thought. There is no
afterlife, no God, no meaning to all of this there can't be. I'm driving a "medical
sample" in in a cab, and it's retaining its
composure while I'm not. It's winning, I
thought, looking over at it. It just sat there,
smugly enjoying the ride. Besides, I thought,
what could possibly be worse than this?
Then I began imagining that I'd delivered
the sample to Middletown, only to see it
whiz down past me back to Westbrook and
that I'd have to go get it and bring it back,
over and over again. I pictured myself happy
doing it.
Finally, I arrived at Middlesex
Hospital and escorted the sample, arm in
arm, into the building. Once again, nobody
seemed to notice anything odd. I looked
down, and felt that I could see right through
myself. Quickly departing, I began the trip
home, feeling like nothing, non-existence,
fl Yftitl. Thfl'.illl-ln'm rtng^iiie car phone
interrupted my brooding. It was the
dispatcher.
"Kurt, we've got, uh, one more
thing..."
"Val," I said, "I think I'm done for
the night." Non servium.

SECOND SEMESTER AT THE BEACH!
2-3 bedroom, fully heated, updated cottage on
Fairfield Beach Road.
Available for rent January 1, 1996.
Walk to Penfield and Seagrape.
Call (212) 859-1539 days.

Quality Faculty who Like to Teach
75 YEARS OF LEGAL EDUCATION
Maroo Theodoras Eymontt, class of 1995, will be at Fairfield
Tuesday, October 31,1995 from 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. Schedule
an appointment to meet with her in the Career Center. Ask
her why students at the Law School ranked us in the top 20%
in student satisfaction in a 1993 Princeton Review Survey.
Or why our faculty were ranked in the top 50 for faculty
publications in the most recent Chicago-Kent Law Review
faculty scholarship survey.
Maroo Theodoras Eymontt
You can also attend an on-campus
Admissions Recruiter
B.A., Univ. of Massachusetts -Amherst Open House on Saturday, November
J.D., Western New England College
18,1995. Call the Law School AdmisSchool of Law, 1995
sions Office at 413.782.1406 to register.
Or send email to Victoria J. Dutcher, Associate Director of
Admissions, at VJD@llama.lnet.wnec.edu.
The Law School is fully accredited by the American Bar Association and the
Association of American Law Schools. We invite applications from all persons,
regardless of gender, race, sexual orientation, or

physical ability.

We:
New England College
o Western
School of Law
Springfield, MA

413.782.1406
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Theatre Fairfield opens With Noises Off
Jennifer Panaro

A & E Editor
It's 12 past midnight. You
have i I black sluvts, ten letters from
the i*i ome tax, nine bunches of
flowers, eight slamming doors (and a
window), seven missed entrances, six
crazy actors, five bottles of whiskey,
four plates of sardines, three drunken
burglars, two Arab sheiks, and a girl
running around in her underwear!
This may be a rendition of
the famous Christmas song "A
Partridge in a Pear Tree," but it isn't
Christmas yet. Instead, it's Theatre
Fairfield's production of Noises Off.
Noises Off opens their 1995-1996
season and promises to be a good time
and a lot of laughs. This play, written
by Michael Fran, is „!\out a fictional
British
' lieatricai
company,
desperately trying to put on their show,
Nothing On, as it goes on National
tour.
Ryan McKinney, Theatre
Fairfield'spublicrelationscoordinator,
feels that the show will truly be a
success.
Noises Off a nine-person cast
consists of Kevin Alwin, Deborah
Beyer, Joey Davis, Ryan McKinney,
January Merola, Wendy Popeck, John
Rower, Allison Sparks, and Luke

Wrobel. All Fairfield University
students, these young nine actors will
truly give it theirall to please audiences
with this wacky farce.
To produce a play like this is
hard work but Director and theatre
division h :ad Dr. Martha S.
LaMonaco, nas kept it all together
and has met the challenge of directing
such a difficult shov\
Adding to the production
\ m is set designer Karl Ruling,
.iliting designer Professor Lynne
Hotter, and •' >stume d 'signer High
—

.

■

■.

.

Hansen. All four, in a collaboration of
their talents and efforts, have added to
the splendor of this uniquely amusing
production.
Amongst slamming doors,
sardines, whiskey bottles, tire axes,
telephones, love quarrels, bouquets of
flowers, Arab Sheikahr, sardines, black
sheets, burglars, and more sardines,
Noises OffwiW prove to be a hilarious
comedy that should not be missed.
Mark your calendars now for this sure
to be crowd-pleaser! Noises O/fruns
from November 1 st through the 5th in

the Black Box Theatre with shows at
8 p.m. on November 1 -4th, and 2 p.m.
on November 4th and 5th. Tickets are
$8 for the general public and $3 for
University students. Tickets are on
sale during lunch and dinner in the
Puronc Campus Center Lobby and
iii lilroom. Or call the Quick Center
ai ext. 400 for ticket reservations.
So even if you aren't fond of
^nxlines and whiskey, letters from the
in ome tax. or Arab sheiks, Noises
Off is sure to be a tummy tickler. Be
supportive and come on down!

■

The Ham Channel 51 schedule

Random thoughts
Nell Bateman
Staff Writer

THE ttAM CrtANNEl 51 Schedule 10/29-11/4
fSGHW59W-
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SPORTS TALK 3
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10:00pm

MOVIE:

French Kiss
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TOP DRAW # 1
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Basketball Diaries
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FAIRFIELD

FAIRFIELD

#2

SPORTS TALK#2 CR0SSFRE#2

FAIRFIELD
CROSSFIRE*!
LATE NIGHT
$mJSmK#3

...
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MOVIE:

Because I failed to check "send
nothing at this time" to my worst
nightmare called Columbia House, I
unwantingly received the monthly
special "Glenn Frey Unplugged." Um
... when was he ever plugged?
Confusion prevails.
Everyone should own the
"Star Wars" trilogy. It's $49.98 at
every movie store in the country.
Enough said.
Let's talk Tom & Jerry. Is
anyone else confused by this cat and
mouse duo who are sometimes best
friends wh ile other times bitter enemies?
What sort of twisted individual
concocted this antithetical relationship?
Usin~ "
,>.us. the creators of this
baffling cart i ucccssl'ully continue
toconfuse and bewilder young children.
Whenever I see a commercial
for "Alien Nation," my stomach chums.
Oh I don't know ... humans and
extraterrestrials getting down and dirty
... I'd rather watch "The Single Guy."
Emily Valentine on "ER"?
And has her eyes on Carter, at that?
Sweetie, go back to dousing parade
floats.
"90210"s
Steve/Claire
romantic subplot became grotesque
with "Cuddles" and "Tenderheart." If
they're trying to Pulp Fictionize the
show, Spelling is sorely and sadly
mistaken.
Although
the
fine
establishment lacks the concept of
"renovation," Kelly's is a swell place
to frequent. No offense, Tim.
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Maxwell directs Mendelssohn Choir
Jennifer Panaro
A&E Editor

How would you like to see a
musical about a mad barber who
murders his wife and serves her to his
customers or the planned murder of the
president, merely to see how the nation
could be changed? "Sweeny Todd" and
"Assassins" are just two of the
outrageous musicals written by Stephen
Sondheim, the most significant and
renowned N.Y. composer today. On
Saturday, November 4 at 8 p.m., The
Mendelssohn Choir of Connecticut,
under the direction of Carole Ann
Maxwell, will present "Being Alive," a
musical of love and memory written by
Sondheim.
What makes this production
so unique is the collaboration of efforts
by Father Schad from Campus Ministry,
and Maxwell, director of Choral and
Liturgical Musit to Fairfield University
since 1980. With Fr. Schad's focus
primarily being the music and
Maxwell's, The Mendelssohn Choir, it
allows for a unique, yet successful blend
of talents and a unique, yet successful,
blend of talents and efforts. "Father
Schad is very knowledgeable and has
been a major resource for the
performance. He has come to all of the
rehearsals and has been a terrific
insight," said Maxwell.
"I met Carole Ann and
suggested to her Sondheim music for a
revue/concert. Then she came to me

one day and said it was a go," said
Father Schad.
Maxwell has been at Fairfield
for 15 years now. She is a firm believer
in the power, beauty, and splendor of
the human voice. Here at F.U. she is
involved with the Glee Club, is in
charge of the 7 p.m. evening Mass, the
GirUtmari Mass, Bachlorea, parents'
M ss. director of the Mendelssohn
■ |i"n 1h(i;„i>becnanadvocateofthe
coeducational vomen's composers
highlighted.
Upon meeting Maxwell I
sensed immediately her dedication and
her upbeat nature that has inspired
many, fn fact, one of the unique
features of the Mendelssohn Choir is
the fact that it was started twelve years
ago by Fairfield University Alumni
<ome of which Maxwell had in class
" They wanted to continue signing and
got the group, consisting of
professional singers as well as
advocationalists, together," said
Maxwell.
Maxwell's unique style and
inspiration has taken her to podiums
throughout the United States, Europe,
Canada, South East Asia, and the
Orient. Her master conducting and
enthusiasm for the Choral Art has made
her a favorite director of the
Association of Connecticut Choruses
summer singers, and in 1994, her
inaugural season of the Quick Center
Summer Singers was greeted with great
success. Maxwell has contributed
greatly to the distinguished reputation

of Fairfield University in Chorale Music
performance. She has pursued doctoral
work in conducting at Yale University,
The Manhattan School of Music, and the
University of Illinois. She has been
named Principal conductor for the 1996
National Convention of the National
Council of Churches Workshop on
Christian and Jewish Relations and was
also presented With the Prestigious
"Distinguished Music Alumna" award
by Inmaculata College. The Connecticut
Post named Maxwell the 1994 recipient
of the "Woman of Substance" award
honoring the outstanding women in the
region.
A artistic director and conductor
of the Mendelssohn Choir, she has
inspired some 75 singers. During the
past decade, The Mendelssohn Choir has
become a magnet for choral singers in
the area. Maxwell has built an ensemble
considered by many professionals to be

one of the most outstanding choral
organizations in Connecticut. Having been
established by Fairfield University alumni
makes their performance at the Quick
Center all the more special.
For the November 4th
performance, solos, duets, ensembles, and
choral pieces have all been selected from
the stage shows of Stephen Sondheim.
This is a unique opportunity to experience
the extraordinary scope of Sondheim's
imagination, Maxwell's talents and
Campus Ministry's FatherSchad'sefforts
in fusing text and song as well as be
astounded by the performance of the
Mendelssohn Choir. "This is only the first
of many collaborations," said Maxwell.
Don't miss this up and coming
event, and the chance to experience this
performance. Tickets are $15 and are
available from Mendelssohn Choir
members or by phoning the Quick Center
box-office at ,?54r4<?)}Q„-.: ■; iiiuii

As a Northwestern Mutual Intern,
your intelligence and productivity
can literally pay off in a big way.
Some of our college agents are
making a five-figure income.

Aliens Are Among Us!M

UFO tecture
October 31,1995
7:00pm - Oak IJoom

Our exciting internship program
lets you sample a career in
financial sen'ices-while you're
still in school. Plus, you'll receive
extensive training and gain
marketable business experience to
help you after you graduate.
Call to find out how you can
increase your value...in more
■ wa^s than one.

$2.00 Students

$4.00 general admission
Sponsored by FU$a arts $ lectures

Be Prepared to get Scared!

CAREER OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, November 14th
6-8pm
Phillip J. Pierz General Agency
535 Connecticut Ave.
Norwalk, Ct 06854
Contact: Sal Fratino 203/857-5720

Northwestern
Mutual Life"
The Quiet Company'
© 1995 The Northwestern Mutual Lite
Insurance Co., Milwaukee. W1
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Television, 90's style

Haunted jaunts

Nell Bateman
Staff Writer

Melissa Masikiewicz
Assistant A & E Editor
Who says Halloween is a
strictly kids-only event? We may be
too old for door-to-door trick or
treating, but the Fairfield area has
plenty of places to go that prove you're
never too old to celebrate the holiday.
If you haven't found a
pumpkin yet, try one of the following
places, and catch one of the last
weekends of fall foliage on the way.
For pick-your-own pumpkins:
•Blue Jay Orchards, 125 Plumtrees
Road, Bethel, 748-0119
•Jone's Tree Farm, 266 Israel Hill
Road, Shelton, 929-8425
•Silverman's Farm, 451 Sport Hill
Road, Easton, 261-3306
•Warrup's Farm, John Read Road,
West Redding, 938-9403.
Or visit:

•Aspetuck Valley Apple Barn, Route
58, Easton, 268-9033
•Benedict Agway, 480 Purdy Hill
Road, Monroe, 268-2537.
"Rails to the Darkside," at
the Connecticut Trolley Museum in
East Windsor, is offered October 27
and 28 from 6:30-k>'if0-<p7rrr; Whenlaying down new track for the Hartford
Railway in 1906, a cemetery, bodies
and all, was moved. Legend has it
that, ever since, restless souls haunt
the line on October nights. For more
information, call 627-6540.
If trolleys aren't your thing,
the area also has haunted hayrides.
Try one of the following:
The 5th Annual Haunted
Hayride at Meadowbrook Farm, 644
Middle Road Turnpike, Woodbury,
offers a 20 minute ride through the
dark fields and haunted woods. Catch
it October 27 and 28 from 7:30 to 9:30

p.m., and enjoy refreshments
afterwards. Call 263-3276.
Field View Farm, located
on Route 34 in Orange, also has
haunted hayrides. They are held
through October 30 at 7 p.m. every
day except Sunday. For information,
call 795-5415.
On October 30, Southern
Connecticut State University, 501
Crescent Street, New Haven, has
invited ghost hunters Ed and
Lorraine Warren for a talk. Starting
time is 8 p.m. Call 392-6154 for
tickets.
Pinecrest County Club,
Route 110 in Shelton, invites those
who dare to walk through their
Haunted Extravaganza. It features a
quarter-mile of supernatural and
extraterrestrial encounters, as well
as special lighting and effects.
Admission is $6 on weekdays, $7 on
weekends, and it's offered every
day until October 30 at 7 p.m. Call
929-1471 for information.
Of course, there are always
the traditional Halloween movies to
get you in the spirit. Look for the
latest, Halloween 6, at movie
theaters, or catch Halloween //on
the USA channel, at 2 a.m. on
October 28.

Reduced Shakespeare Company:
"The Complete History of America
(Abridged)"
"Breathlessly paced ... slapstick merriment." - New York
Times - Post-performance Q&A with the actors!

FRIDAY, OCT. 27, AT 8 P.M.

Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center
"Splendidly prepared and handsomely delivered ... the
best in chamber music." - New York Times -- Preconcert discussion with Robert Sherman at 7 p.m.

50%
Discount
atoll
times
for
Fairfield
students
and staff

SATURDAY, OCT. 28, AT 8 P.M.
SPONSORED BY THE FLORENCE GOULD FOUNDATION

Sign Me A Story
with Linda Cove from Sesame Street
Kidsl Wear your Halloween Costumes
for a costume parade in the lobby!

SUNDAY, OCT. 29, 3 P.M.

Hark Whitfield

Day of
show
RUSH
tickets
only

The best young [jazz] guitarist on the scene today. "He
plays with a rare ... sensibility." - New York Times

forFU
Students

FRIDAY, NOV. 10, AT 8 P.M.

&

GREAT: SEATS, ACOUSTICS, PRICES, DISCOUNTS

mr{<
r ?MTPR 203-254-4010
^*V >^-^J 'l^<\ MASTERCARD. VISA.
ATFAIRFIELDUNIVERSrrY

AM«ICAN EXMKSS

Staff
(10 am5 pm)

American 90's television in
its sick and twisted style loves a bad
seed. Whereas the 80's fawned over
the adorable child, the 90's wisened
up and turned these children into evil
and seductive adults - and the
audience loves it and continues to
cheer.
The world doesn't move to
the beat of jus one drum- wh; I
might be right k,. _, wj, may not be
right for some...it seems like the cast
and crew of our beloved "Different
Strokes" took the tune literally - and
began to beat quite an unusual drum
in their new ventures of drugs,
alcohol, and pornography. Heartwrenching as their stories were, we
could no longer look to Willis and
Kimberly as role model- et their
ironic twist in character somehow
made us chuckle heartily. And the
disseminated bad seeds began to
sprout.
Next comes along a cute
little brunette, posing as Wilford
Brimley's granddaughter in the oh?
so-quaint hourly drama "Our Hous
Yes, Shannen DoherH was nothing
but precious, and could do no wrong.
Then the sweet young thing
underwent a severe metamorphosis
under the name Brenda Walsh. The
cast hated her, Spelling fired her, she
engaged in cat fights at local bars; an
all around bitch. Yet we reveled in
her behavior and now her active career
in film is soaring; you can see her in
her current movie Mallrats.
Sitcoms of the 80's featured
cute kids as well. Who can forget the
girls Mrs. Garret took under her wingespecially brace faced Dorothy
Ramsey (Tootie, if you will.) Now
Kim Fields plays the social climbing
wench Regine on Fox's "Living
Single." .md has no qualms about
stepping on other people's faces
(including none other than Queen
Latifah) in order to get her way.
Natalie couldn't be bad if she tried,
hence her disappearance off the face

of TV. As for "Saved By the Be ."
think everyone already know swhai s
up. The valedictorian/crusader tor
feminism, and not just AC Slater's
"chick," the wholesome Jesse Spano
has succumbed to harlotry and lap
dancing in the tastelessly popular
Show Girls. And Kelly Kapowski is
no longer the captain of the
cheerleading squad at Bayside High,
' : has gained new recognition as the
newtitillatin" tempiiess on "Beverly
Hills 9021( " "ne days of joking
around with Zach, Lisa, Skreech and
Mr. Belding are over. Elizabeth
Berkley and Tiffani-AmberThiessen
have learned that to be bad is to be
lucrative-and they love it.
Let' s not forget those young
actors and actresses whose careers
began on film. ET remains the highest
grossing movie in history, and welldeserved indeeu. for it was this
hallmark of Steven S| ie ijerg genius .
did we discover Eliot's little sisicrnow the infamous Drew Barrymore.
Although most of her movies can be
considered poor and plotless (eg
Poison Ivy) she has effectively
manifested the bad seed effect, which
is why offers have been pouring in
more than ever namely her most
recents Boys on the Side, Mad Love,
and Batman Forever. Entering into
the teenage years, MacCauley Culkin
has begun to lose his childhood charm
we saw in Home Alone. On the other
hand, however, his contrary character
in The Good Son was applauded - yet
another bad seed of the future.
And so it is safe to conclude
that bad is fun. We tend to "root" for
bad seeds, because quite frankly, the
cute, the perfect and the good are
annoying. One only has to look at
Joey Lawrence- he went from
ad'^ble Joey on "Gimme a Bfcal
to the dim-"'iltcd yet lovable Joey on
"Blossor ." uhegood'olbigbroon
"Brotherly Love" - and who would
ever want to Wuich that?

Write For A & E!

Enlightened Readings
11 blocks from campus.
We are all dearly loved and keenly observed from
beyond. The choices we make affect our future and
impact the lives of those around us. If you are seeking a
direction in life or have specific questions, share your
concerns, please.
/^
Call Kathleen at (203) 367-3252. ^^^jL^T^
Student discount with this ad.

Sports
Women's tennis finishes historic
season
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Rick Thomson
Staff Writer

The Fairfield women's tennis team
put the finishing touches on a tremendous
fall campaign this past week with a
monumental victory over Villanova and a
hard fought loss to Columbia. Last Saturday's
7-2 thrashing of Villanova was the first win
overthe Wildcats in Fairfield women's tennis
history. The Stags finished the first half of
their season with a stellar 8-1 record in dual
match play and a fourth straight MAAC
championship. "This has been the greatest
fall season in the history of the program,"
said head coach Jim Giachino. "I'm real
proud of the team."
Last Friday, Fairfield faced an
extremely talented Columbia squad that dealt
the Stags their first loss of the season in dual
match competition.
"We really needed to be playing at
one hundred percent to beat them," Coach
Giachino said. "But it was still a great match."
Junior captain Amy Hanson,
feeling the effects of a crippling foot injury,
lost a tough match at number one singles.
Freshman phenom DeirdreTindall was also
not at her best playing at number five singles,
as a nagging case of bronchitis left her short
of breath throughout the match. Sophomore
Maryliz Fitzpatrick, was hampered by a
slow start in her match at number two singles
and just came up short in the end. Maureen
Canuso, a sophomore playing number three
singles for the Stags, and Michele Miner, a
steady second-year player from nearby
Westport, both played well, but simply could
not come away with victories. Sophomore
Candice Srubar was able to earn a win for
the Stags as she played a tremendous match
at number four singles. She won the first set
6-2, then rallied from a 5-1 deficit in the
second set to stage a dramatic 7-5 victory.

STAGMANIA
CONTINUES
Come meet the Dance Team
and other members of the
Spirit Group tonight in the
Campus Center Lobby from
6-7 p.m.
Free snacks and basketball
schedules.

"The Colombia c^rh told me that
Friday's match was the best match his team
had played in two year " jiachine s.>.id.
"That tells me that this is the level where we
belong and need to play. We will beat them
next year."
Next week, Hanson will be
representing Fairfield among some of the
best competition in the United States at the
Rolex National Indoor Qualifier. "Amy has
been playing against the best competition all
year at number one singles," Giachino said.
"She is just a tremendous tennis player who
always fights hard and never makes excuses."
Canuso will join Hanson in the
doubles competition as the two go up against
the most talented women's tennis players in
the nation.
When Hanson and Canuso travel
to the University of Pennsylvania for the
Rolex National Indoor qualifier, the duo
will attempt to add to a fall season that has
already featured a number of remarkable
accomplishments. The team's 8-1 overall
record is the best ever attained by the Fairfield
women' s tennis team. The Stags also notched
victories over Bucknell and Villanova for
the first time in the history of the program.
Individually, Hanson had the highest winning
percentage ever for a number one singles
player at Fairfield as she posted an
outstanding overall record of 16-8. In
addition, Fitzpatrick, Miner, Tindall, and
Srubar all recorded over 20 wins in singles
and doubles play this season.
"I have never enjoyed a team as
much as this one," Giachino said. "They
have paid their dues and worked hard to
improve themselves all season."
This tremendous work ethic,
coupled with some fine coaching, produced
the best fall campaign in the program's
history and should lead to continued success
throughout the spring season and into next
year.

RED & WHITE
GAMES
Men's and women's
intrasquad
scrimmages.
Friday, Nov 3rd
Women: 6:00,
men 8:00.
Alumni Hall

Stags spike Loyola
Matt Pitucco
Staff Writer

The Fairfield University women's
volleyball team holds the fate of their season
in their hands as they prepare for two crucial
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference battles
this weekend. With a 10-13 overall record
and a 1-4 showing in the MAAC, the lady
spikers need to win both of their matches
this Saturday and Sunday if they plan on
representing Fairfield in the MAAC
tournament November 11, at Siena. The
team faces Canisius on Saturday and Niagara
on Sunday, both on the road.
After gaining their first conference
win on Sunday by defeating Loyola in a
five-set thriller, the Stags put themselves in
perfect position for the upcoming weekend.
First year head coach Todd Kress remarked
that the team is "finally showing some
character and fight in winning some five set
matches. The team is really coming together
and displaying a lot of heart."
Also last weekend, the team
recorded another five set win, this time at
Hartford. The Stags rallied from a two set to
none and 14-10 deficit in the third set to
defeat Hartford 7-15,13-15,16-14,15-9,1512. Although they lost to Yale that same
day, the definitive highlights of the season

could not be dampened by the one low point
of the weekend.
Senior Laura Gleason continues to
impress, as do fellow seniors Nikki Orgillo
and Tina Wiebel. Throughout the season,
Arzillo has consistently displayed her "refuse
to lose" attitude and her uplifting character
and heart. Coach Kress has been happy with
the entire team of late, most notably
Stephanie Shaheen. The junior has been a
consistent force throughout the season,
realizing that the team has to win, and doing
whatever possible to make it happen.
"The entire team is starting to
build," Kress said. The coach was especially
happy with the team's resiliency against
Loyola. While the Stags did play a little
sloppily at points in the match, they showed
a lot of resiliency and determination in
coming back from one set down.
In the MAAC, the top four teams
qual if y for the conference tournament. If the
Stags win both of their matches this weekend,
they will most likely gain a berth based on
tiebreakers. If they lose, they will not advance
to the postseason. However, this is not a
prospect which has been lost on the coach.
"The entire team is starting to
build," Kress said. "If we don't give up and
we play with desire, we should win...and we
will win."

Soccer up in the air
(Continued from p. 16)
McElderry noted freshman Chris
Low's great job of marking Colgate's AilAmerican Bobby Newman before leaving
the game with leg cramps after 100 minutes
of play.
After. Low's departure Newman
finally scored on a header and 103:13 and
Colgate added another goal on a header a
minute later for the 2-0 final.
"The game was such a mess with
the rain at least they scored two nice goals,"
McElderry said. "After 100 minutes of
scoreless play they put things together."
For the game, Colgate outshot
Fairfield 27 to 10 and held a 12 to 2 advantage
in corner kicks. Stags' goalkeeper Tony
Novello made 10 saves.

"He played well and made some
nice saves early," McElderry said. "He
came out really well and the goals were not
his fault."
The Stags got some good shots
from Claudio Barrientos and Craig Lennon
who led the team with six of their ten shots
on goal.
"We had a breakaway in the first
five minutes and the rain slowed the ball
down," McElderry said. "It always helps to
get that first goal."
The Stags played their last game of
the season at home yesterday versus Central
Connecticut and now look to move on to the
MAAC tournament on November 4th-5th
with a little help from Loyola in the next few
days.

LSAT
MCAT
SAVE $$$ THROUGH FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY!
MCAT Dates
LSAT Dates
June 10
April 20
October 5
August 17
Begin preparing with Kaplan NOW for your test date!
• Live classes with Kaplan's outstanding teaching staff
• Diagnostic testing to assess your strengths & weaknesses
• Home study materials geared specifically for your test
• LSAT/MCAT multimedia lab on campus open 7 days/week
Start your unlimited use of Kaplan's effective test
preparation resources NOW.
Kaplan's one time fee
guarantees as much MCAT or LSAT preparation as you need
for one full year.
The sooner you begin, the more
preparation you get for your money. Call for more
information!

1-800-735-7737

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

Sports
Field hockey notches first win

The Fairfield Mirror

Steve J. Rogers
Staff Writer

Heading into Sunday's game
against Siena, the field hockey team had lost
its first 13 games. Fairfield finally broke
into the win column by defeating the Saints
on Sunday in overtime, 2-1.
In the teams' first meeting of the
year back on September 26, senior Kristyn
Beausoleil scored the Stags' first goal of the
year despite falling 2-1. With the memory
of that tough loss still fresh, Fairfield went
into Sunday's match hungry for a win.
The players and coaches did not
want the stigma of a winless, tieless season
hanging over them and since the Siena match
was the last home contest of the year, the
team wanted to give a great send off for the

Stag faithful.
Fairfield scored first on a Jenna
Cardone goal with 23 minutes left in the first
period. Only 11 minutes later, Siena scored
and tied the game at 1 -1. Both teams then
became locked in a defensive struggle, as ,
the Stags' shots were repeatedly turned away.
Junior goalkeeper Amy Shanle was
also superb in goal for Fairfield, making 21
saves, keeping her season goals against
average under 3.00.
The teams battled into overtime,
where the Stags had ventured only once
before this season , losing 1-0 to Vermont
This time, however, the outcome wouk ]v
different.
Both squads played tough during
the 15 minute overtime session. With two
minutes left, Fairfield's Cardone broke away

Thurs<iav. O H*r?&. iQy.S
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Rugby keeps rolling

and scored on a shot up the middle.
Cardone was then mobbed by her
teammates, in the most satisfying moment
of the year for the young team. It was a
fitting way to close out the home careers of
seniors Beausoleil and Leslie Hubbard, who
were both honored before the game.
Although it was their first win, the
Stags had put together great performances
against top teams, such as Rhode Island.
Led by the outstanding goal tending of Shanle
and the play of defense women Jackie Metz,
Amy Markowitz and Laura Taylor, the team
had been able to keep most games close.
This week the team plays at
Quinnipiac today and wraps up the season at
West Chester State on Saturday.

Sean Kavanagh
Contributing^'liter
It has been four weeks since the
Red Ruggers found out what losing was
like, and it seems as if thev never want to
find out again. On Saturday. durin« a storm
that was so bad, two Trinity playe .s downed
uiicr beiriii tackled by Brian "iviudslide"
Lyncl The luggers pulled off yet another
win. 1 u-3. This win brings the team's record
to 4-1. The first try was scored by Eric "The
Body" Beel, who with swift leaps like a
gazelle, hurdled two players before reaching
pay dirt.
After the tragic outcome of
"Mudslide" Lynch's two tackles, Fairfield
went back on offense. Forwards Woody
Harrelson Duffell and Colin "All-Star"
Rigby led an attack on Trinity's tryline that
had the ferocity of two bears attacking the
defenseless carcass of a deer. "All-Star"
finally put it in by hurling himself through
seven Trinity defenders.
Trinity tried to even the score, but
the Fairfield "D" was just too strong. The
backs, normally scoring machines, acted
like a steel curtain smashing any poor Trinity
back that came their way. Led by Matt
"Shoeless Joe" Capuzzi, Kevin "Chico and
the Man" Murphy, and Victor "The
Gambler" Ridder, the backs were like sharks
in the Great Barrier Reef, catching and eating
up everything that crossed their path. Even
Balki "Pete" Hogan, who looked more like
Ray Finkle than the great kicker he is on
PAT's, was a defensive asset, using his
speed to catch any potential try scorers.
This week, the ruggers take on the
always egomaniacal Coast Guard, a foe for
which the Ruggers have the utmost respect.
The game is home and the team would be
thrilled if you, our friends and peers, would
come down and show your support.

Crew rows
"The Charles"
Chris Duignan
Staff Writer
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Since crew was introduced to
Fairfield in 1991, it has seen an incredible
amount of dedication and success. This
weekend was no exception as Fairfield rowed
in the Head of the Charles Regatta for the
first time. To row in "The Charles," biggest
race-second only to the Henley 'sin England,
was a huge accomplishment for a school
whose program is only five years old.
Fairfield rowed alongside the likes of
Princeton, Harvard, Yale, and the US Naval
Academy as well as crews from Egypt and
Japan.
Fairfield entered a club-four
consisting of seniors Carson Coyle, Sal
Carbonaro, junior Chris Duignan,
sophomores John Garvey and first year
coxswain Lynn Andriani. "It was an
awesome experience," Coyle, the captain of
the four, said.
Coyle, Carbonaro, and Duignan
have been rowing together for the past three
years, "We've been waiting for this for a
long time," said Carbonaro.
The race is another huge step in the
crew's goal of becoming a varsity sport. "I
hope people will take notice of the kind of
time and dedication we put into this sport,"
Garvey, the sophomore "phenom" of the
team, said. Another surprise of the race was
Lynn Andriani, whose first year heroics in
the race made a good showing possible.
The Fairfield crew team will be
racing its final race of the fall this Saturday
at Saratoga, New York in the Head of the
Fish Regatta. The team will be introducing
the most competitive freshmen class ever
with two novice women's eights and a novice
men's four, along with the men's and
women's varsity four.
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Colgate grinds out win over Stags
\w l^'^^l'

Rob Meisch
Staff Writer
The Fairfield men's
soccer team battled the rainy
weather at Colgate last Saturday in
New York losing 2-0 in overtime.
In MAAC playoff news, the Stags'
plans are still not finalized, with
their hopes hinging on Loyola's
final MAAC games.
"It won't be 100% until
next weekend," inteiim head coach
T m McF'derr .still confident that
the Stag., will get the fourth and
final spot said. "We are just hoping
Loyola can take care of business."
Loyola, the MAAC's best
team, play St. Peter's on Saturday,
Niagara on Sunday, and Canisius
on Monday, which is the most
crucial game as far as the Stags are
concerned.
St. Peter's could tie the
Stags with a win over Loyola but
Fairfield's 1-0 win over them two,
and a half weeks ago would give
them the tiebreaker. As for
Canisius, the Golden Griffs must
beat or tie Loyola to overtake the
Stags.
If the Stags (5-8-2, 3-2-2
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Death to the mascot
i <*

'

Dan Martin
Sports Editor
Goalkeeper Tonv Novello hopes to leap into action in the MAACs
Photo: N. Nitis

in MAAC) get the fourth seed they
would play top seed and host team
Loyola in the first game of the
single elimination MAAC
tournament.
"We are not worried
about that now," McElderry said.
"We are just trying to get in."
Saturday's game marked
the second time this season that the
Stags played a game in pouring
rain.
"The field was real nice
but after the game it was probably
ruined for the season," McElderry

said.
Overall, McElderry was
pleased with the Stags'
performance considering the bad
weather combined with the extra
30-minute overtime session.
"We played really well,"
McElderry said. "We are not as
deep as a team like Colgate and
they had more experience than us."
Colgate, ranked near the
top of the Patriot League, used 11
substitutions to wear down the
Stags, especially in the overtime
session.

(Continued on p. 14)

Women's soccer upended by Loyola
Stags also trounce Siena, 4-1
David Russo
Staff Writer
After defeating Siena 4-1
on Wednesday, the Fairfield
women' s soccer team had a chance
toclinch the MAAC regular season
title against Loyola in Saturday's
home finale. The Stags, however,
were unable to capitalize on their
scoring chances and were defeated
by Loyola 2-1. Fairfield is now 88 overall, 5-2 in the MAAC.
In Saturday's gale force
wind gusts and monsoon-like rain,
Fairfield controlled Loyola, but
were unable to score. Loyola tallied
the lone second half goal on a
defensive lapse by the Stags
midway through the half for the
game winner.
"The recurring themes of
the season played out versus
Loyola," head coach Dave Tanner
said. "We created ample
opportunities, controlled the
opponent, suffered a lapse, and
lost a close game."
The Stags failure to clear
led to a wild sequence in which
Loyola scored on their third
rebound from less than a yard in
front of the net. After two fabulous
saves, goaltender Christen Veach
and several Stag defenders slid
across the rainsoaked turf in a futile
attempt to stop Loyola's third shot.
"There were two missed

clears on Loyola's second goal,"
Tanner said. "The players need to
recognize crucial periods inagame.
The thirty seconds which preceded
their goal were crucial."
Fairfield fell behind early
in the first half as a deflected shot
fooled Veach. However, midway
through the half Cara Hills' superb
effort tied the score at one. Hills
dribbled across the top of the box,
beat two Loyola defenders, and
blasted a high shot through the
swirling winds over the head of the
Loyola goaltender for her first goal
of the season.
For the game Fairfield
outshot Loyola 12-6. Veach had
four saves in the contest.
In an emotional pregame
ceremony the Stags' seven seniors,
Hills, Meghan O'Keefe, Julie
Webb, Heather Knight, Kara
Burmaster, Mary Beth Elledge, and
Kristin Kelley were honored as
they played in their final home
games.
Versus
Siena
on
Wednesday, Knight's two second
half goals paced the Stags to a 4-1
victory. Fairfield dominated Siena
throughout the contest.
Two minutes into the
second half Knight scored her first
and ten minutes later Knight scored
her second of the game as she took
a Kelley corner kick pass and found
the back of the net to give her team

a 3-0 lead. In the 66th minute Siena
scored their only goal of the game.
Erin Caven added a late
goal as the Stags cruised to victory.
Mary Ann Sadowski
opened the scoring in the 32nd
minute as she converted on a
penalty kick.
Fairfield outshot Siena
35-2.
The Stags will travel to
Maryland this weekend for two
tough contests. They will face top
10 University of Maryland Friday
night and the University of
Maryland-Baltimore Saturday
night in preparation for the MAAC
tournament.
"If we can play a full
ninety minutes in both games then
a lot can be gained," Tanner said.
"This is a high level proving ground
where we want to play well and
have no fear of losing."
When the Stags return
from Maryland, they will have five
days to prepare for the MAAC
tournament and their first round
opponent, Canisius. The Stags have
lost their last two to Canisius,
including last year's first round
tournament upset.
"We dominate for
extended periods, but we need to
get over the hurdle and finish the
important clear, pass, or shot,"
Tanner said. "We need one or two
players to step up."

Inside Sports...
P. 14: Women's volleyball wins in MAAC;
women's tennis rolls on
P. 15: Field hockey wins; crew rows the
Charles; rugby wins

The Lady Stag is extinct. Actually, I'm not too sure if it can
be extinct, since it never really existed in the first place.
Last week, the athletic department officially changed the
nickname of women teams to the Stags in part of the school's celebration
of 25 years of coeducation at Fairfield. The change is one that was long
overdue. As most of us know, a stag is a male deer, thereby making the
term "lady stag" an oxymoron. The image of a Lady Stag always
brought to mind some kind of perverted guy deer dressed in a leather
outfit, leaning on a tree in Greenwich Village, doing whatever it is a
transvestite deer does. Needless to say, that is not a reflection on any
of the actual Lady Stag players, but merely their nickname.
Although it is still somewhat odd to have a woman referred to
as a male deer, head women's basketball coach Dianne Nolan
enthused by the decision. "It is nice to be given the same consideration
that men's athletics receives," Nolan said. "The change in nickname
represents a unification within the school's athletic department."
Not only has this nickname and mascot business been an issue
on campus recently, it has also infiltrated the national sports scene.
This year's World Series is being played between the team from
Cleveland and the team from Atlanta. I, like several other editors
around the country, have tried not to use the team's nicknames because
of their repugnancy. How anyone can root for either one of those two
teams is incomprehensible. Although I don't want to print the names
of the teams because of how offensive they are, I feel obligated to make
people aware of the atrocities that are being shown on television,
printed in magazines and uttered on the radio. Now, before you read
this, make sure the kids aren't around. We certainly don't want them
running around using these words. The two teams are the Cleveland
Indians and the Atlanta Braves. I'm nauseous just thinking about those
words and am embarrassed to print them, but there are individuals in
this country who use them and you need to be aware of that.
All right... I jest. Sadly enough, there are people that really
feel that way. Maybe I'm not the most sensitive person around, but for
anyone to be offended by the Braves or Indians or virtually any other
mascot is ridiculous. Webster's defines a mascot as "an animal, person
or thing adopted by a group as its symbol and bringer of good luck."
Indians and braves are people and if a team wants that as its identity
fine. No team should be forced to change that, so long as it is not a
derogatory term. A name like the Washington Redskins is clearly racist
and offensive. Cleveland's caricature of a smiling "Chief Wahoo" is
also in very poor taste and ought to.be abolished. The terms Indians,
Braves, Chiefs and Seminoles, however, are not.
Nicknames and mascots are not demeaning to the objects that
they represent. As a matter of fact, Native Americans should have
some affinity for those aforementioned teams, just like millions of
people root for a medium7sized, Catholic school in the middle of
Indiana whose teams are called the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame. I'm
Irish and I can think of no other reason why I like them.
An example of the idiocy of the argument can be seen in our
own athletic conference. Siena College's teams used to be known as
the Indians. Under significant pressure from local Native Americans,
the Catholic school agreed to change its nickname. If they got rid of
the old mascot because it demeaned Native Americans, how could they
explain their new nickname, the Saints? Is it all right to insult holy
people if it's not all right to do the same to Native Americans? Those
questions are irrelevant because, finally, mascots are not insulting and
the entire debate is absurd. People who sit outside stadiums and protest
this issue should find better endeavors to occupy their time with, like
building gambling casinos on their "sacred" grounds. Actually, it
seems as if they've already gotten to that. Good thing everyone has
their priorities straight.

Tournaments:
Men's tennis: Rolex ITA National
Qualifier.
Women's tennis: Rolex Tournament.
Cross Country: MAAC Championships

